Vertically oriented nano-fuse and nano-resistor circuit elements

Abstract

Vertically oriented nano-circuits including fuses and resistors allow for significant densities to be achieved. The vertically oriented nano-circuits can be fabricated using standard known processes such as Damascene, wet etching, reactive etching, etc. Thus little additional capital expenditure is required other than to acquire present state-of-the-art equipment. Devices using these vertically oriented nano-circuits are also inexpensive to manufacture.
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Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A vertically oriented nano-circuit, comprising:

   a top conductor extending in a first direction;

   a bottom conductor extending in a second direction so as to define an overlap between said top and bottom conductors, wherein said first and second directions are not parallel, said bottom conductor having electrical connectivity with said top conductor;

   a vertically oriented conductive spacer formed in said overlap having electrical connectivity with said top and bottom conductors; and

   an insulating plug substantially occupying a center of said overlap such that said insulating plug directly contacts said top and bottom conductors.

2. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 1, wherein:

   said vertically oriented conductive spacer is a vertically oriented nano-fuse.

3. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 1, wherein said vertically oriented conductive spacer may be at least one of a semiconductor, conductor, low melting temperature material, refractory metal, transition metal, silicide, high resistivity material, and carbon.

4. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 3, wherein:

   said semiconductor includes at least one of Si and Ge;

   said conductor includes at least one of Al, Cu, Ag, Au, Pt, and alloys thereof;

   said low melting temperature material includes at least one of In, Zn, Sn, Pb, and alloys thereof;
said refractory metal includes at least one of Ta, W, and alloys thereof;
said transition metal includes at least one of Ni, Cr, and alloys thereof;
said silicide includes at least one of PtSi, WSi, and TaSi; and
said high resistivity material includes at least one of TaN, TaSiN, WN, WsiN.

5. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 1, wherein:

said vertically oriented conductive spacer is shaped such that a void exists in said conductive spacer substantially about a center of said conductive spacer.

6. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 1, wherein said conductive spacer substantially occupies a closed region near said region of overlap such that an inner wall of said conductive spacer is bounded by said insulating plug, said vertically oriented nano-circuit Further comprising:

an insulator formed around a perimeter of said closed region such that an outer wall of said conductive spacer is bounded by said insulator.

7. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 6, wherein:

each of said top and bottom conductors is composed of at least one of polysilicon, aluminum, copper, gold, tungsten, and any alloys made therefrom; and

each of said insulator and said insulating plug is composed of at least one of silicon oxides, silicon nitrides, aluminum oxides, aluminum nitrides, silicon oxynitrides, and tantalum oxides.

8. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 1, wherein:

a vertical height to lateral thickness ratio of said vertically oriented conductive spacer is unity or greater.

9. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 1, wherein said vertically oriented conductive spacer extends in one of said first and second directions.

10. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 9, further comprising:
an insulator formed at an exterior region of said vertically oriented conductive spacer; and

an insulating plug formed at an interior region of said vertically oriented conductive spacer.

11. The vertically oriented nano-circuit of claim 1, wherein:

tops of said vertically oriented conductive spacer and said insulating plug are coplanar.

12. A method to form a vertically oriented nano-circuit, comprising:

forming a top conductor extending in a first direction;

forming a bottom conductor extending in a second direction so as to define an overlap between said top and bottom conductors, wherein said first an second directions are not parallel, said bottom conductor having electrical connectivity with said top conductor;

forming a vertically oriented conductive spacer in said overlap having electrical connectivity with said top and bottom conductors; and

forming an insulating plug substantially occupying a center of said overlap such that said insulating plug directly contacts said top and bottom conductors.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein said vertically oriented conductive spacer is a vertically oriented nano-fuse.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein forming a void in an interior of said vertically oriented conductive spacer.

15. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

forming said insulating plug substantially in a center of a closed region near said overlap such that an inner wall of said vertically oriented conductive spacer is bounded by said insulating plug; and

forming an insulator around a perimeter of said closed region such that an outer wall of said conductive spacer is bounded by said insulator.
16. The method of claim 12, wherein a vertical height of said vertically oriented conductive spacer is equal to or greater than a width of a closed region near said overlap.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein a vertical height to lateral thickness ratio of said vertically oriented conductive spacer is unity or greater.

18. The method of claim 12, wherein said vertically oriented conductive spacer extends in one of said first and second directions.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising:

forming an insulator on an exterior of said vertically oriented conductive spacer; and

forming an insulating plug in an interior of said vertically oriented conductive spacer.

20. The method of claim 18, wherein:

forming a void in an interior of vertically oriented conductive spacer.

Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to nano-circuits. More particularly, the invention relates to vertically oriented nano-fuses and nano-resistors in manufacturing semiconductor devices.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The demand for semiconductor devices has increased dramatically in recent years. One can readily observe the pervasiveness of consumer electronic devices in the modern world. Most or all of the consumer electronic devices are made possible because of developments in the semiconductor devices. As the electronic devices become smaller, more sophisticated, and less expensive, increasingly higher
Method and system for **artificial intelligence** directed lead discovery through multi-domain agglomerative clustering

Abstract

A system for helping a chemist to identify pharmacophoric mechanisms, based on a set of input data representing many chemical compounds. Given an input data set defining for each compound a feature characteristic and an activity characteristic, a computer agglomeratively clusters representations of the molecules based on their feature characteristics. The result of this process is a multi-domain pyramid structure, made up of a number of nodes each representing one or more molecules. For each node, the computer identifies a representative feature set (such as a largest substructure common among the molecules in the node) and a representative activity level (such as an average of the activity levels of the molecules in the node). The computer then provides as output to a chemist a description of all or part of the pyramid. This process thus converts a large set of raw data into an understandable and commercially useful form, which can assist the chemist in developing beneficial new pharmaceuticals.
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RELATED APPLICATIONS

The application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/183,383, entitled "Method and System for Artificial Intelligence Directed Lead Discovery Through Multi-Domain Agglomerative Clustering," filed by John D. MacCuish and Christodoulos A. Nicolaou on Feb. 18, 2000, which is assigned to the owner of the present invention, and the entirety of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

This application also claims priority to U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/506,975, entitled "Method and System for Artificial Intelligence Lead Discovery Through Multi-Domain Clustering," filed by Christodoulos A. Nicolaou, Brian P. Kelley, Ruth F. Nutt, and Susan I. Bassett on Feb. 18, 2000, which is also assigned to the owner of the present invention, and the entirety of which is also hereby incorporated.
by reference.

In addition, this application relates to the subject matter of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/120,701, entitled "Artificial Intelligence Directed Lead Discovery," filed by Susan I. Bassett, Andrew P. Dalke, John W. Elling, Brian P. Kelley, Christodoulos A. Nicolaou, and Ruth F. Nutt on Feb. 19, 1999, the entirety of which is also hereby incorporated by reference.

Claims

We claim:

1. A computer-operable method for identifying chemical substructures by analysis of a data set representing a plurality of chemical structures, the method comprising, in combination:

executing a computer program to pyramidal cluster representations of the chemical structures, so as to produce in a data storage medium a hierarchy of clusters each representing one or more of the chemical structures;

with respect to each of at least a plurality of the clusters of the hierarchy, analyzing the one or more chemical structures in the cluster and determining a chemical substructure representative of the one or more chemical structures in the cluster; and

outputting for consideration by a person a description of at least a portion of the hierarchy and an indication of at least one of the representative chemical substructures determined in the preceding step.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein executing a computer program to pyramidal cluster representations of the chemical structures comprises:

comparing clusters, and merging together pairs of clusters having a greatest similarity; and

determining, at a given level of the hierarchy, that at least two pairs of clusters have substantially the same similarity, and responsively merging each pair respectively, to thereby form at least two new clusters at a next level of the hierarchy.
3. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein executing a computer program to pyramidalally cluster the representations comprises applying a clustering algorithm, the method further comprising, before applying the clustering algorithm, receiving user input defining at least one aspect of the clustering algorithm.

4. A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the at least one aspect of the clustering algorithm comprises an identification of the clustering algorithm.

5. A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the at least one aspect of the clustering algorithm comprises a fuzziness parameter.

6. A computer-operable method for identifying pharmacophoric mechanisms through analysis of a plurality of molecules, each molecule having a respective feature characteristic and a respective activity characteristic, the method comprising, in combination:

(a) establishing in a computer memory a plurality of cluster objects, each cluster object representing one of the molecules;

(b) agglomeratively clustering the cluster objects based on comparisons of the feature characteristics of the molecules that the cluster objects represent, to build in the computer memory a hierarchical pyramid comprising a plurality of cluster objects, each cluster object of the pyramid representing a number of the molecules;

(c) with respect to each cluster object of a plurality of the cluster objects of the pyramid, identifying a substructure common to molecules represented the cluster object, each substructure defining a respective pharmacophoric mechanism; and

(d) outputting for viewing by a person a description of at least a portion of the hierarchical pyramid, including at least one substructure identified in step (c).

7. A method as claimed in claim 6, wherein, the step of agglomeratively clustering the cluster objects comprises:

to the extent any given cluster object is determined to be equidistant to a plurality of other cluster objects, merging the given cluster object with each cluster object of the plurality of other cluster objects.

8. A computer-operable method for identifying pharmacophoric mechanisms
through analysis of a plurality of molecules, each molecule defining a feature characteristic and an activity characteristic, the method comprising the following steps:

storing in a computer memory a plurality of data objects, each data object representing one of the molecules and having associated therewith a feature vector representing the feature characteristic of the molecule;

pyramidally clustering the data objects based on their associated feature vectors, to form in the computer memory a pyramidal data structure comprising a number of nodes, each node representing one or more of the molecules;

when pyramidally clustering the data objects, encountering a tie in proximity between a given node and at least two other nodes and responsively merging the given node separately with each of the at least two other nodes;

with respect to each node of the pyramidal data structure, identifying a chemical feature set common to the one or more molecules represented by the node, the chemical feature set defining a pharmacophore; and

providing an output describing at least a portion of the pyramidal data structure and including a description of the chemical feature set identified with respect to at least one node of the pyramidal data structure.

9. A computer-readable medium embodying a set of machine language instructions executable by a computer to identify pharmacophoric mechanisms through analysis of a plurality of molecules, each molecule defining a feature characteristic and an activity characteristic, wherein the machine language instructions are executable by the computer to perform functions comprising:

storing in a computer memory a plurality of data objects, each data object representing one of the molecules and having associated therewith a feature vector representing the feature characteristic of the molecule;

pyramidally clustering the data objects based on their associated feature vectors, to form in the computer memory a pyramidal data structure comprising a number of nodes, each node representing one or more of the molecules,

when pyramidally clustering the data objects, encountering a tie in proximity between a given node and at least two other nodes and responsively merging the
given node separately with each of the at least two other nodes;

with respect to each node of the pyramidal data structure, identifying a chemical feature set common to the one or more molecules represented by the node, the chemical feature set defining a pharmacophore; and

providing an output describing at least a portion of the pyramidal data structure and including a description of the chemical feature set identified with respect to at least one node of the pyramidal data structure.

10. A computer-operable method for learning pharmacophoric mechanisms through analysis of a plurality of molecules, each molecule having a respective feature characteristic and a respective activity characteristic, the method comprising, in combination:

(a) selecting from the plurality of molecules a group of molecules having at least a threshold activity characteristic;

(b) storing in a data storage medium a plurality of data objects each representing at least one of the molecules of the group, at least a first data object representing a plurality of molecules;

(c) measuring distances between the data objects based on the feature characteristics of the molecules represented by the data objects, and making a determination that the distance between the first data object and a second data object is substantially equal to the distance between the first data object and a third data object;

(d) in response to the determination, (i) storing in the data storage medium a fourth data object representing the molecules cooperatively represented by the first data object and the second data object and (ii) storing in the data storage medium a fifth data object representing the molecules cooperatively represented by the first data object and the third data object;

(e) identifying at least (i) a common feature set among the feature characteristics of the molecules represented by the first data object and (ii) a common feature set among the feature characteristics of the molecules represented by the fourth data object, whereby each common feature set defines a respective pharmacophoric mechanism; and

(f) providing to a person an indication of at least the common feature sets identified
with respect to the molecules of the first and fourth data objects.

11. A method as claimed in claim 10, further comprising representing each feature characteristic as a binary vector having members indicating the presence or absence of respective molecular features.

12. A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein measuring distances between the data objects comprises computing a distance between a pair the data objects based on the binary vectors of the molecules represented by the data objects of the pair.

13. A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein measuring distances between data objects comprises computing a Tanimoto distance between a pair of the data objects.

14. A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein measuring distances between data objects comprises computing a Euclidean distance between a pair of the data objects.

15. A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein representing each feature characteristic as a binary vector comprises generating and storing the binary vector.

16. A method as claimed in claim 11, further comprising:

determining an object activity characteristic representative of the activity characteristics of the molecules represented by the first data object; and

determining an object activity characteristic representative of the activity characteristics of the molecules represented by the fourth data object.

17. A method as claimed in claim 16, further comprising determining a differential between the object activity characteristics determined with respect to the first and fourth data objects.

18. A method as claimed in claim 17, further comprising providing to the person an indication of the differential, whereby the person may correlate the differential with the common feature set identified with respect to the first data object.

19. A method as claimed in claim 10, wherein measuring distances between the data objects comprises measuring a distance between the first data object and the second data object, and, wherein, measuring a distance between the first data object and the
second data object comprises applying a process selected from the group consisting of (i) Wards, (ii) complete-link, (iii) group average link, (iv) single link, and (v) centroid.

20. A method as claimed in claim 10, wherein storing in the data storage medium a plurality of data objects each representing at least one of the molecules of the group comprises developing a representation of each molecule and agglomeratively clustering the representations into the plurality of data objects.

21. A computer-operable method for analyzing a plurality of molecules, each molecule having a respective feature characteristic and a respective activity characteristic, wherein the respective activity characteristic of each molecule represents at least a threshold activity level, the method comprising, in combination:

(a) storing in a computer memory a plurality of cluster objects, each cluster object representing at least one of the molecules;

(b) conducting a merging process with respect to the cluster objects, the merging process comprising:

(i) comparing pairs of the cluster objects and, for each pair, measuring a respective dissimilarity between the cluster objects within the pair based on the feature characteristics of the molecules represented by the respective cluster objects;

(ii) of the dissimilarities measured in step (i), identifying a smallest dissimilarity;

(iii) selecting at least one pair of the cluster objects that has the smallest measured dissimilarity; and

(iv) with respect to each of the at least one pair selected in step (iii), merging the cluster objects of the pair to establish a cluster object cooperatively representing the molecules that were represented by the cluster objects of the pair;

(c) if at least two cluster objects have not yet been merged, then repeating step (b) with respect to the cluster objects that have not yet been merged;

(d) with respect to at least each cluster object established in step (b)(iv), identifying a common substructure among the molecules represented by the cluster object; and
(e) outputting a description of at least one cluster object established in step (b)(iv), wherein, the description of each of the at least one cluster object comprises a first portion indicating the common substructure identified in step (d) for the cluster object.

22. A method as claimed in claim 21, further comprising:

establishing for each molecule a feature vector representing the feature characteristic of the molecule,

wherein measuring a respective dissimilarity between the cluster objects within the pair based on the feature characteristics of the molecules represented by the respective cluster objects comprises comparing the feature vectors of molecules represented by the cluster objects of the pair.

23. A method as claimed in claim 22, wherein each feature vector is a bit-string.

24. A method as claimed in claim 22, wherein measuring a respective dissimilarity between the cluster objects within the pair comprises computing a Euclidean distance between the cluster objects within the pair.

25. A method as claimed in claim 22, wherein measuring a respective dissimilarity between the cluster objects within the pair comprises computing a Tanimoto distance between the cluster objects within the pair.

26. A method as claimed in claim 22, wherein measuring a respective dissimilarity between the clusters objects within the pair comprises applying a comparison process selected from the group consisting of (i) Wards, (ii) complete-link, (iii) group average link, (iv) single link, and (v) centroid.

27. A method as claimed in claim 26, wherein identifying a common substructure among the molecules represented by the cluster object comprises identifying a chemical structure present in all of the molecules in the group.

28. A method as claimed in claim 27, wherein the chemical structure comprises an arrangement of atoms and bonds.

29. A method as claimed in claim 28, wherein the arrangement of atoms and bonds is a contiguous arrangement.
30. A method as claimed in claim 21, wherein outputting a description of at least one cluster object established in step (b)(iv) comprises providing output data representing at least all of the cluster objects established in step (b)(iv).

31. A method as claimed in claim 21, wherein outputting a description of at least one cluster object established in step (b)(iv) comprises presenting to a person a graphical depiction of cluster objects, the graphical depiction including for each cluster object an indication of the common substructure established with respect to the cluster object.

32. A method as claimed in claim 21, wherein outputting a description of at least one cluster object established in step (b)(iv) comprises presenting to a person a graphical depiction of cluster objects, the graphical depiction including for each cluster object an indication of a measure of the activity characteristics of the molecules represented by the cluster object.

33. A method as claimed in claim 21, wherein outputting a description of at least one cluster object established in step (b)(iv) comprises displaying a tree structure having nodes reflecting the cluster objects established in step (b)(iv).

34. A method as claimed in claim 21, wherein the description of each of the at least one cluster object further comprises a second portion indicating a measure of the activity characteristics of the molecules represented by the cluster object.

35. A method as claimed in claim 21, further comprising measuring an activity differential between a cluster object established in step (b)(iv) and a cluster object merged into the cluster object established in step (b)(iv).

36. A method as claimed in claim 35, wherein measuring the activity differential comprises comparing a measure of the activity characteristics of the molecules represented by the cluster object established in step (b)(iv) with a measure of the activity characteristics of the molecules represented by the cluster object merged into the cluster object in step (b)(iv).

37. A method as claimed in claim 35, wherein the description further comprises a second portion indicating the measure of activity differential between a cluster object established in step (b)(iv) and a cluster object merged into the cluster object established in step (b)(iv).

38. A computer-readable medium embodying a set of machine language instructions
executable by a computer to analyze a plurality of molecules, each molecule having a respective feature characteristic and a respective activity characteristic, wherein the respective activity characteristic of each molecule represents at least a threshold activity level, wherein the machine language instructions are executable by the computer to perform functions comprising:

(a) storing in a computer memory a plurality of cluster objects, each cluster object representing at least one of the molecules,

(b) conducting a merging process with respect to the cluster objects, the merging process comprising:

(i) comparing pairs of the cluster objects and for each pair, measuring a respective dissimilarity between the cluster objects within the pair based on the feature characteristics of the molecules represented by the respective cluster objects;

(ii) of the dissimilarities measured in step (i), identifying a smallest dissimilarity,

(iii) selecting at least one pair of the cluster objects that has the smallest measured dissimilarity; and

(iv) with respect to each of the at least one pair selected in step (iii), merging the cluster objects of the pair to establish a cluster object cooperatively representing the molecules that were represented by the cluster objects of the pair;

(c) if at least two cluster objects have not yet been merged, then repeating step (b) with respect to the cluster objects that have not yet been merged;

(d) with respect to at least each cluster object established in step (b)(iv), identifying a common substructure among the molecules represented by the cluster object; and

(e) outputting a description of at least one cluster object established in step (b)(iv), wherein, the description of each of the at least one cluster object comprises a first portion indicating the common substructure identified in step (d) for the cluster object.

39. A processing system for screening a data set representing a plurality of molecules, in order to assist in identifying sets of molecular features that are likely to correlate with specified activity, the data set defining, for each represented molecule, a feature characteristic and an activity characteristic, the processing
system comprising, in combination:

at least one processor;

at least one data storage medium;

machine-language instructions stored in the at least one data storage medium and executable by the at least one processor to perform the following functions:

(a) storing in a computer memory a plurality of cluster objects, each cluster object representing one of the molecules;

(b) with respect to the cluster objects, conducting a merging process comprising:

(i) comparing pairs of the cluster objects and, for each pair, measuring a respective dissimilarity between the cluster objects within the pair, based on the feature characteristics of the molecules represented by the cluster objects of the pair;

(ii) of the dissimilarities measured in step (i), identifying a smallest dissimilarity;

(iii) selecting at least one pair of the cluster objects that has the smallest respective measured dissimilarity;

(iv) with respect to each pair of the at least one pair selected in step (iii), merging the cluster objects of the pair to establish a cluster object cooperatively representing the molecules that were represented by the cluster objects of the pair;

(c) if at least two cluster objects have not yet been merged, then repeating step (b) with respect to the cluster objects that have not yet been merged;

(d) with respect to at least each cluster object established in step (b)(iv) identifying a common substructure among the molecules represented by the cluster object; and

(e) outputting a description of at least one cluster object established in step (b)(iv), wherein, the description of each of the at least one cluster object comprises a first portion indicating the common substructure identified in step (d) for the cluster object.

40. A processing system as claimed in claim 39, wherein the computer memory is the data storage medium.
41. A processing system as claimed in claim 39, wherein the description of each of the at least one cluster object further comprises a second portion indicating a measure of the activity characteristics of the molecules represented by the cluster object.
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**BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION**

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to computer-based analysis of data and to computer-based correlation of data features with data responses, in order to determine or predict which features correlate with or are likely to result in one or more responses. The invention is particularly suitable for use in the fields of chemistry, biology and genetics, such as to facilitate computer-based correlation of chemical structures with observed or predicted pharmacophoric activity. More particularly, the invention is useful in facilitating identification and development of potentially beneficial new drugs.

2. Description of Related Art

The global biotech and pharmaceutical industry is a $200 billion/year business. Most of the estimated $13 billion R&D spending in this industry is focused on discovering and developing prescription drugs. Current R&D effort is characterized by low drug discovery rates and long time-to-market.

*In an effort to accelerate drug discovery, biotech and pharmaceutical firms are turning to robotics and automation. The old methods of rationally designing*